Tunnel formwork

A few years ago, Hendriks stalen bekistingtechniek completely redesigned its tunnel formwork system. As the next stage in this, the following products have been developed further and are now also available:

- Tapering tunnels
- Tunnels with a back panel
- Tunnels with special facilities (e.g. for a pouring pump)
- Cavity wall formwork combined with tunnel formwork

It doesn’t stop there: Hendriks stalen bekistingtechniek will continue to develop products as part of its future activities too.

With back panel

Tapering tunnel

With facilities for pouring pump

With cavity wall formwork
The main advantages

• easy to connect longitudinally
• the width can be adjusted during the daily cycle of activity
• spans of up to 8000 mm can be achieved without using props
• all the elements have fixed hoisting points
• solid mechanical height adjustment using wheeled lifting jack
• every tunnel formwork system is equipped with an electrical extraction winch
• new formwork removal system (patented)
• 5 mm shell plate both wall and floor
• short casing and installation times
• 9600 mm tunnel formwork can be transported in 2400 mm sections on a single truck
• tunnel formwork will come to the kicker easily using an oscillating lifting jack

Optional

• we can provide hydraulic controls for the tunnel formwork for you

Being quality-conscious is an integral part of the way we think and act in our business. Anticipating our customers’ needs has let us get where we are today: thinking ahead enables us to remain innovative and versatile.
Hendriks stalen bekistingtechniek is a leading supplier of steel tunnel- and wall formwork. Our expertise at solving problems is one of the reasons why we have been one of the leading formwork specialists in the Netherlands for many years.

www.hendriks-groep.nl

Hendriks groep

Hendriks stalen bekistingtechniek bv
is part of the Hendriks groep bv.

The other members of the group are:

Hendriks precon bv
innovative shuttering producer for infrastructural work and prefab concrete moulds.

Hendriks geveltechniek bv
for both new developments and refurbishment of aluminium façade and roof structures in non-residential and residential building work.

Hendriks engineering & machinery bv
a leading supplier of special-purpose machines.

Tunnel formwork

We also produce wall forms - ask for the folder.
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